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and politicians vanished into retirement, generals had absconded,
but German officialdom remained. While, on the face of it, authority
was exercised by a multitude of local self-appointed councils,
committees, and governments, all of them nominally Socialist and
composed of Socialists of every type, from stout revolutionaries
through trade union leaders to youths who called themselves
Socialists simply because then it was impossible to think of calling
themselves anything else, the administration was carried on by
the same people in the same way as before. There were inter-
ruptions here and there in time and space, but, on the whole,
official Germany—the most lasting creation of old Prussia—from
Foreign Office secretary of state to humble country postman, in
its vast majority carried on. Where further leadership was needed,
ordinary men, in the absence of kings and statesmen, found the
courage which crisis lends the inexperienced to supply it.
Much was later made of the terrible impression caused by the
armistice terms, but in those days there were unexpectedly few
who mingled their tears with Hitler's.* The terms were harsh, but
they were armistice terms not peace terms, military not political.
The negotiators, in seeking to have them modified, invoked not
justice but mercy; there was indignation in Germany certainly,
but the loudest indignation came to their credit from those allied
observers who arrived in Germany to witness the appalling
straits to which women and children had been reduced. The
nation itself had no time to reflect on the melancholy conclusion
to the great adventure nor on its own sufferings. Realization came
later, but for the moment Germany was too busy with the future.
Half starved and mentally, physically, and morally exhausted it
felt instinctively that it had touched bottom in the abyss of
misery and in that confidence slowly recovered its poise as it came
to the sudden realization that, for the first time in its history, it
was legally master of its own destiny. Things, therefore, seemed
almost bound to be better if only because it did not seem possible
that they could be worse. In spite of four years' suffering, in spite
of humiliation, in spite of menace of the future, the country was
almost good humoured.
* See M&n Kampf, p. 223.

